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The smartest online guard tour monitoring system

Your Guards online
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QR-Patrol is a real-time guard tour monitoring system designed especially to 
improve security companies efficiency and enhance guard tour management.
It consists of 4 innovative applications: 

QR-Patrol system is available in 18 languages

Core Features

Send Incident Reports

Scan NFC/QR code tags or detect beacons in specific 
checkpoints of the guarded area and send real-time 
updates of your patrol. QR-Patrol utilizes cloud technol-
ogy and enables workflow management in an efficient and 
paperless way by automating all internal work process.

QR-Patrol mobile app | QR-Patrol Web app | QR-Patrol M.A.R.S. | QR-PTT app

Mobile Guard Tour Management

QR-Patrol M.A.R.S. is a mobile version of the QR-Patrol 
application and is developed so as to facilitate guard tour 
administrators to take absolute control over guard tours 
and ensure assets protection while being on the road. You 
can now have real-time alerts for any new incident report.

Create Schedules & Reports

A web based application is used to manage clients, guards,
territories, incidents and checkpoints. Monitor patrols
in real-time by gathering multimedia data (image, voice,
notes), adding signature fields and sending SOS alerts to 
the Monitoring Center in order to take immediate action.

Push to Talk Notifications

Integrated with QR-Patrol sytem, QR-PTT is an easy to use
PTT over IP client application developed for Lone Workers
communication and co-workers interaction. QR-PTT im-
proves efficiency by reducing communication costs and
minimizing deteriorations. 

Mobile App

Web App

QR-Patrol M.A.R.S.

QR-PTT
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QR-Patrol system is available in 18 languages

QR-CODE
Place QR-code checkpoints at specific 
positions on assets and buildings. The 
guard will scan QR-code tag via QR-
Patrol mobile app and an immediate 
alert will be sent.

NFC
Just launch QR-Patrol app and place 
your smartphone over the NFC tag. 
NFC is a perfect source of convenience
and an extra arm in daily guard tour
accomplishment and management.

BEACON
Beacons are a smart way to transmit 
data over a short distance absolutely 
wirelessly. QR-Patrol is the only guard 
tour system worldwide incorporating 
advanced beacon technology!

QR-Patrol 

Clients in 74 countries worldwide

3 play technology
QR-Patrol is a pioneering guard tour system which incorporates 3
types of checkpoints: QR-code, NFC tags and Beacons.

Prepare and Prevent.

Don’t Repair and 

Repent

Managing to achieve the aim of a well-
known and high-value online security
system, we treasure the relationship
built with our partners and customers.
We are driven by their needs and desire
for excellency in provision of their ser-
vices to their own clients.

Let get your security level to top!



QR-Patrol

79 str., Ethnikis Antistasis
45221, Ioannina
Greece

Phone +30 26510 94333

Email info@qrpatrol.com

www.qrpatrol.com

Contact us

Best guard tour monitoring system
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